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Abstract

Some comments and recommendations concerning SC-magnet cooling scheme (preference of supplying fresh
LHe directly into the inner turns), conductor design optimizations (suggestion of an improved CICC), testing
programme (remarks concerning Short Sample tests, the ways to avoid of all coil tests before assembly - design
which allows to change any coil without full disassembling of the device), support structure (which allows to
adjust the position of magnet with respect to Vacuum Vessel), the need of access for changing of the in-vessel
components, Vacuum Vessel baking requirements, approach to nitrogen shield design and some other points of
projects under discussion at the meeting along with their basis will be given. In this presentation, I would like to
comment on some of the engineering solutions accepted or suggested as possible variants in the projects under
discussion as well as to give some recommendations based on the critical analyses of the experience in design,
construction and operation of T-7, HT-7 and T-15 as well as of some information from other projects.

1. Cooling Method and Scheme

The values of toroidal field chosen in all the three projects is not too high - Bo=3-4T and Bm=5.7-
7.0T. These values allow to use NbTi, so the choice of SC material made by SST-1 and HT-7U
designers is quiet reasonable. But it is necessary to take into account that the temperature margin in
this case is rather low, TC(B) - Top -1-2 K only, even if one takes rather big Ic/Iop ~3. That is why, the
requirements for magnet cooling becomes more demanding.
It is not too difficult to stay within such low margin of Top if use of bath cooling for the magnet
systems is made. The method is in principle acceptable for experimental devices of suggested
dimensions as successful operation of TORE-SUPRA, TRIAM-1M as well as LCT results have
shown. Especially if the recommendation is accepted to design the device by such a way that each coil
will be able to be changed without the full disassembly of the device that will be discussed later.
Due to lack of reliability of electrical insulation as well as mechanical disadvantages of rather crumbly
bath cooled coils, most of the designers of projects under discussion prefer to use forced flow cooling
and all the experts who have been involved in discussions of SC magnets, support this solution of
cooling.

But for the forced cooling scheme, it becomes very important to make the proper choice of the
cooling. In T-7 and HT-7 as well as in TPX, HT-7U and KSTAR proposals, both inlet and outlet LHe
communications come to the coil from the outer side (low field region). Helium reaches the inner turns
(high field region) after passing through one single layer and goes out through the neighboring one.
In T-15 and in SST-1 proposal, fresh LHe flow comes directly to the inner turns and goes to the outer
turns through all neighboring single layers in parallel.

This difference which seems to be small and not too important really has drastic consequences in the
case if there is some heat generation in the coil which usually always exist for some reason or other.

For instance, in T-15 some heat was generated by residual resistance of Nb3Sn conductor (10-30W per
coil at Iop=4 kA). Simple analysis of T-15 magnet behavior shows clearly that it will be impossible to
operate at the rated field being cooled by He sent from outside.

hi TPX and KSTAR radiation heating increases He temperature along the cooling channel before He
flow reaches the inner to a large value of 6K or more in some regimes. Temperature of these turns
obtained from calculations is even considerably higher than the Toutiet because the outgoing He flow is
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again cooled down due to thermal contact with inlet flow in neighboring single pancake (so called
"thermal short circuit" effect).

Because of this high temperature in the turns working in the highest magnetic field and subjected to
the strongest disturbances from plasma current disruption using of Nb3Sn becomes necessary. But if to
supply fresh He from inside, the use of NbTi becomes possible at least for magnet with KSTAR
parameters. This could allow to make SC magnets for that device which are much less expensive,
more reliable, easier and faster to construct.

For TPX team the choice of SC material was out of question because their project had to be "ITER
relevant". Having the choice of Nb3Sn both cooling schemes were able to satisfy the design criteria.
And the first one have been chosen basing on the argument that the doubling of the number of He
supplying "stubs" as well as their displacement on inner surface of coil will reduce reliability of coils.
But optimal temperature distribution across the coil seems to be incomparably more important for
reliable operation of the magnet as a whole. And this is so for any of the SC material which could be
used for magnet.

In tokamaks with rather high aspect ratio and strongly elongated plasma some heat generation in the
magnet coils is possible due to vertical fluctuations of the plasma column, sweeping of S-point if it
would be necessary, due to friction losses of LHe flow etc. without speaking of unpredictable thermal
contacts of magnet with warmer parts of the machine which can arise during its assembly. Such
"thermal bridges" certainly were present in T-7 , T-15 and it seems they are present in HT-7 as well.
Certainly, such kind of incidents could be called easily avoidable "children mistakes" till the time the
project is only on paper.

Also it is necessary to mention that installation of supplying stubs inside of the coil considerably
reduces the rise of pressure and temperature following the quench as the normal zone would rise in the
most loaded and the most disturbed inner turns of inner leg of the coil or at a distance less than the
length of one turn from He entrance.

The reduction of cooling channel lengths as well as reduction of temperature difference and hence
thermal stresses between neighboring pancakes would allow to reduce the cooling time. Lower
hydraulic resistance due to smaller length could allow to get many other advantages like using ejectors
for mass flow increase, two phase He cooling etc.

That is why, I would like to insistently recommend to install additional stubs on the inner surface of
TFC outer legs and to supply coils by fresh He through it for HT-7U as well as for KSTAR even if the
authors of the latter do not want to discuss the SC material which possibly has been chosen for their
magnet for any other reasons and even in spite of the fact that using of NbaSn allows formally to
satisfy the requirements of design criteria formulated in TPX project for both the cooling schemes.

2. Optimization of cable design

Next point of our consideration will concern cable design optimization. SST-1 will use conventional
CICC. First 600m piece of this lOkA cable 15X15 mm2 have been produced by Hitachi, Japan and
delivered for tests to Kurchatov RRC last July. Now a model coil from it is almost completed and
should be tested soon - in November or December of this year. Preliminary results of short sample
tests show that the cable quality could provide acceptable magnet performance.

HT-7U has not yet done the final cable choice. Two versions are under considerations. The first is bath
cooled 5kA cable made by soldering of Rutherford type flat cable (originally intended to be used in
SSC, US) in a groove of Cu busbar.

This design principally is acceptable though it is in contradiction with recommendations of the
international experts. But to confirm its validity it is necessary to organize the tests of a model coil or
at least a set in which a number (at least 10 or more) of parallel vertically displaced conductors will be
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disturbed simultaneously by fast varying magnetic field. Reference on high stability of such cable
design in TRIAM-IM or in LCT coils are not sufficient because high Tc/Top margin in the first and
slow ramp up of disturbing field in the last.

The need of testing not one but many conductors is connected with the fact that in contrast to local
mechanical disturbances usually considered as a most probable reason of normal phase generation in
tokamaks, disturbances from plasma current disruption act on all turns in the coil simultaneously. In
this case, each turn can use the He which is in direct contact with it for its recovery. More He is
needed for recovering other turns at the same moment. So experiments with recovery of only one turn
are not exact representation of the real situation.

The second version of conductor for HT-7U is CICC changed in the way suggested earlier by ITER
team - with subcables wrapped by SS foil and with a helical tube inside for reducing the hydraulic
resistance of the cable. It seems that this way of CICC improvement is improper. It increases the
inherent contradiction in the nature of CICC approach - good cooling and low hydraulic resistance
require crumbly (with high void fraction) twisting structure - but this crumbly structure can not
provide good mechanical fixation of strands against movement.

Attempts to insert one or a number of perforated or helical tubes inside the conductor cross section
gives redistribution of He flow - considerable reduction of He velocity at the strand surface, reduction
of heat transfer coefficient and reduction of stability. The surrounding cable still has to be rather
crumbly to allow He to go through it.

It is surprising as to why the solution having such inherent contradictions has been accepted by
international community for such big and important project like ITER. It seems that a more reasonable
way of CICC improvement is just an opposite one. It might be better to twist the subcables as tightly
as possible for good fixation of strands, may be even to solder it through by high resistive alloy (if
NbTi is used) and to display such subcables at some distance from each other as it was done on
conductor for LCT EU coil with wide channels for He passage between them.

In comparison with conventional CICC such a cable will have much lower possibility of strand
movement, much lower hydraulic resistance as well as good cooling of strands due to the direct
contact with the main He stream especially if the subcables are made in the form of double layer flat
cables of Rutherford type wrapped around in a Cu core. The latter also has to be from tightly twisted
Cu wires to reduce AC losses . But certainly this suggestion needs careful experimental verification.

3. Test program for SC magnet

The SC cable tests as well as whole program of tests needed for SC magnet should be the next point
of our discussion. Most of the experts agree that after the special cable have been designed and some
length of it has been produced, a model coil from it should be wound and tested before making full
scale magnet. There is also a point that in addition or even instead of this the short sample tests should
be done.
It seems to me that short sample tests are reasonable only in the case if this test could be done
considerably earlier than a piece needed for coil or if there is a number of cable design versions which
should be compared before the final choice like in the case of HT7-U. And it seems that there is no
sense to do such tests if short sample has to be cut from a long piece of cable, as it happens in the case
of SST-1. I am sure that in this case it would be much more useful to test the joints, insulators and
other "critical" points of magnet, which have to be tested in any case. Unfortunately designers of all
projects under discussion don't give enough attention to making such tests though often the
workability of magnet is often defined just by such a "small" details.

But, in reality the most important aspect is to discuss the problems of all coil tests before the assembly
of the device which has been very hard, long and expensive step in the construction of all previous
tokamaks with SC coils. For instance in T-15, it took two years and more then 15% of the whole cost
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of the project. Three coils had to be changed when they were integrated based on single coil tests.
Without this T-15 magnet would never be able to reach the rated parameters.

But even after testing all coils TORE-SUPRA had to change one of the coils. It took about six months
- much less than the time taken for all tests before assembly. It shows that in any case the possibility to
change any coil after device assembly is more necessary than to test all of the coils before it.
Moreover, analysis of the way the tests of all coils for T-7 and T-15 were performed shows that
installation of coils in test facility is not much easier and faster than in the device itself. It will be
definitely so if special care to simplify the replacement of coil will be done by device designers.
Taking into account all of this it seems reasonable to recommend that tests of all coils before assembly
may not be required if the integration and assembly of the device is done in such a way that the faulty
coil could be changed without the full disassembling of the device but with minimum disassembling.
This is possible if the other neighboring coils and magnet interconnections are done in appropriate
manner which is discussed below.

4. Disassembly and ability to repair

This ability is generally one of the most important requirement for any experimental device. Concrete
recommendations to improve the projects in this direction could be as follows.

Mechanical structure for magnets, cryostat and vacuum vessel could be recommended to have in many
modules - same quantity as the number of toroidal field coils. Direct welding for connection of their
thick plates to bigger assembly modules, say quadrants as it has been suggested in TPX is not
acceptable because such a design does not allow changing of a coil at all.

It might have been reasonable for TPX because one of the very important goal for that project was to
demonstrate reliability of applied SC technology based on previous vast experience from constructing
other magnets which was needed to support US participation in ITER. But even there refusing from
preliminary tests of the coils and from the ability to change it had raised a lot of doubts and even
objections during discussions within the magnet design team as a very risky option. Moreover I doubt
that such approach could be valid for the first big SC magnet constructed in India or in China with
indigenous effort.

It seems better to connect magnet modules by bolts with insulation while VV and cryostat parts - by
thin SS plates welded to flanges and with each other like it was done on T-15 cryostat. Such way of
connections allows to open any part of the cryostat (and it was really done) as well as to take off any
TFC together with VV sector or the latter one alone.

Mechanical weakness of such connections is not dangerous since the forces acting on each module of
VV from VDE and on the cryostat from atmosphere will be accepted inside it by transferring the loads
through the ports welded with parts of both toroidal shells.

For direct welding of the ports with VV and Cryostat is acceptable because baking of VV could be
restricted at the level <~200°C if taken into account that plasma will be almost completely surrounded
by PFC components and will not practically interact with VV unlike usual situation in tokamaks. So
thermal expansion compensators, moreover insulation in the connections are not needed.

Certainly for the first assembling, the modules could be combined by the most convenient way. But
the ability to change as small a part as possible in case it is required during any repair need seems to
be very useful.

5. The support structure

The magnet support structure as well as support of th(e complete device should not occupy the space
under the device. Supporting columns should be moved to outside to allow to open bottom plate of the
cryostat - to be able to change any of the lower polbidal coils, to repair inner interconnections etc.
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Also this space is very much needed for displacement of plasma diagnostics, RF heating and Current
Drive equipment's, pumps and cooling equipment's etc.

Concerning of magnet supports, it is also better do displace them on the lower part of the cryostat and
to move them out as far as possible - up to the outer wall of the cryostat.

It is necessary to take into account the needs of magnet position adjustment with respect to VV and in-
vessel components needed for the regulation of plasma interaction with them as well as for avoiding of
short circuits if they would occur inside the device as it happened in T-7 and T-15 .1 think the best and
the simplest way of doing this is to suspend by SS tie rods or better by special high heat resistive
oriented fiberglass loops. This design can provide very low, few W only heat load as well as very good
precise positioning of magnet even when it is cooled.

6. Design approach for nitrogen shield

It is necessary to point out that in all the projects including such well documented one as TPX, LN2
shield has not been presented in details may be because it is usually accepted as a "not too important"
part of the project. T-7 and T-15 also have not given enough attention to this part of the project in
time. And due to this both had many difficulties during machine construction only with the shield or
else much with more with other parts. So I should recommend not to delay the detail design of this
part and not to consider the completion of VV or Cryostat design ready without this.

In all previous projects LN2 shield had the form of two separate toroidal shells displaced between
magnet and warm parts - VV, cryostat and ports connecting them. Such designs of "many shells"
provide many difficulties during assembly. Therefore, it seems better to look through possibility to
make it not as a separate structure but in the form of panels carried on other structures. It could allow
to reduce the gaps needed for it's displacement as well as to reduce the danger of "short circuits"
which was a serious problem in T-7 and T-15.

7. Ability to change in-vessel components

It is necessary to point out that for device intended to get and to study steady state plasma, the most
unknown, uncertain as well as less reliable are not SC magnets which we have discussed till now but
the plasma facing components. That is why I am sure that any device of such a kind should have the
biggest possible access to the plasma and to the inveigles components - to allow for a man to go in to
repair or even change and install a new component - without disassembling the device.

From this point it seems that VV design suggested in TPX is certainly not a optimal one. There is lot
of unused space (about 0.5m) between VV outer wall and TFC outer legs but only few (about 0.35m)
between VV and outer parts of in-vessel components. The latter makes it difficult to do something
inside of VV, moreover the ports are long but not too wide and not provided in every intercoil gaps.
So for changing of in-vessel components practically whole machine disassembling is required.

I think VV should use all space available inside the magnet. The ports should be displaced in all cross
sections between the coils, their walls should go parallel to the side walls of coils as close as possible
to them, ports should be as short as possible and all connections of at least horizontal ports with VV
and with cryostat should be conical.

VV will be rather the "warm magnets (room temperature) bore" while other parts of the device would
be used fully for interaction with the plasma. They will be covered by special materials, baked up to
high Temperature (at least 350 C if tile material is Carbon) etc.

Ability to change in-vessel components gives also an attractive possibility concerning project design
organization. It becomes possible to split the design process as well as device construction and
commissioning into two steps. Magnet, VV and cryostat design and construction in this case need not
wait for the completion of the unknown in-vessel components as well as for solution of a lot of
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problems connected with them. The last should be ready number of years later then the magnet and
even the first plasma.

I am glad to see that some of these recommendations are already accepted in projects under discussion
at this meeting. I hope that the discussion of the others will help designers to make further
improvement of their projects.

Also, I hope that in the next such meeting more engineers from our devices as well as from US, Japan,
France and other countries will be involved to make our discussions more fruitful as the transferring of
experience from those who are doing such work for a long time to the teams who have started recently
is one of the most important requirements for successful development of Controlled Fusion
Programme in the World.

The suggestions given above are the result of many discussions during the long work under T-7 and T-
15 projects in Kurchatov Institute. Author would like to acknowledge the members of T-7 and T-15
teams as well as specialists from other organizations taking part in this work.
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